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Abstract—There are many reasons why artifacts and systems
are difficult to use in practice. In this paper, we investigate
such difficulties as a basis for design for ease of use. Difficulties
may stem from the artifact or system itself, or from the artifact
or system in use in its real use context. Technology introduces
new tasks, and both learning new tasks and unlearning old
habits can be challenging. We discuss how users’ previous
knowledge and habits can be used to understand how and why
an artefact is difficult to use. This understanding is useful for
designing artefacts that are easy to use. We end the paper with
presenting a conceptual framework for design for coherence
and simplicity from the users’ perspective, where users’ habits
and bodily knowledge act as resources for design.

previous generations or products from different companies or
product families.” [4]. Such references are important to build
on when trying to understand how to use the product. Even
well-designed stand-alone artifacts can be difficult to use for
users not sharing the contextual competence pre-supposed in
the design. We have seen this in our and our colleagues’
research, where we focus on elderly people and the
technological support that is supposed to enable them to live
independently in their homes longer [5].
The paper is structured as follows: Section II gives a
review of literature about problems in using technologies. In
Section III, we present two studies of use of technology: the
use of public services like tax, and the use of common home
artifacts like remote controls or mobile devices that need
charging. Section IV summarizes the challenges we have
identified in our research. In Section V we discuss the
competencies users need to use an artifact, and how such
competencies are experienced and embodied. Section VI
summarizes what we have found to make things difficult to
use. In Section VII, we turn to design for ease of use: we
discuss how we can go from knowing about the difficulties
people have using an artifact to design of an artifact that is
easy for them to use. We divide the discussion in two parts,
addressing first how designing with users can end up with
design results that are easy to use, and lastly we discuss a
more general approach to automation that addresses how the
design itself creates user problems and how these can be
resolved. Section VIII concludes the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Usability is often defined as the ease of use and
learnability of an artifact, sometimes narrowed down to
specific users in a specified use context having specific
achievement goals (e.g., ISO 9241). But what does “ease of
use” mean more precisely? We have tried to find out what it
is that makes some artifacts difficult to use for some users.
This paper builds on an earlier paper [1] and expands the
empirical material as well as the depth of discussion of
possible reasons why some things turn out to be difficult to
use. Our aim is that knowledge about how a piece of
technology is difficult to use can be used as a basis for
designing solutions that are easy to use.
Much of the research on artefacts that are easy – or
difficult – to use is based on Nielsen [2], who lists five
aspects of usability: learnability, efficiency, memorability,
low error rate, and satisfaction. A more elaborate list is given
by [3], who present eight aspects: consistency, universal
design, feedback, closure of dialogs, reversal of action,
control, error prevention, and memory load. Except for
universal design, all the aspects are general and concern the
design of the artifact seen as a stand-alone contextindependent thing. Our research shows, however, that it is
difficult to achieve a total independence of contextual design
elements – it is impossible and even unwanted: “All products
make some reference to either products extant during

II.

PROBLEMS WHEN USING TECHNOLOGY

A close study of people using IT artifacts reveals that
they often find technology difficult to use (e.g., [6]). A
classic study is Suchman’s study of use of a Xerox copy
machine [7][8] demonstrating how operating a copy machine
was difficult due to the difference between the scripted
“plan” in the copy machine and the users’ (situated)
understanding of copying. Another classic is Gasser’s study
of how people work around computer systems that do not fit
the work they need to do, which shows that people carry out
their jobs also with non-supporting artifacts [9]. Even when
an IT system works well, it may not work well together with
other systems [10][6]. Just using more than one system can
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Again our second set of examples is everyday
technologies used by elderly people in their homes. We
found that these types of difficulties arise when people use
technologies that they do not have previous experience with.
One example is an active woman, approximately 85 years
old, who uses a hearing aid. She is well organised, educated,
and has had an active work life, and she uses everyday
technologies like her TV effortlessly. Her occupational
therapist has tried to teach her how to use an amplifier for
her hearing aid: a wireless microphone that amplifies sounds
and submits to her hearing aid.
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technologies.
Difficulties that stem from others’ actions and
interactions are the hardest challenges to meet. It seems that
errors that stem from other people’s actions are particularly
difficult to understand as they often surface in unexpected
ways and need some kind of “debugging” to be
comprehensible. This kind of debugging requires special
competence and can be time-consuming. External help is
often needed to disentangle difficulties that stem from
complex interactions [27]. And often there is not one best
solution [14].
We sum up the kinds of difficulties in Table I, and
indicate what kinds of challenges they pose.
TABLE I.

What is
difficult?

Examples:
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DIFFERENT KINDS OF DIFFICULTIES WITH ARTIFACTS AND
SYSTEMS, AND THE CHALLENGES THEY POSE

Kinds of difficulties
Artifact

Holding the
turn-off
switch.
Positioning of
the charger.
Online tax self
services

Practical
measures:
Challenges: moving a
charger,
teaching.

Context

Activities by

others

Personal economy
Bankrupcy by an
when retiring. Tax
employer. Welfare
deductions for
agency “tidies up
renting out a house
their systems”.
to family.
Errors made by
Tax card when
subcontractors.
starting a new job
Matching artifact
with own life
situation or
circumstances

Disentangling
interactions and
complexities

Even though the challenges that meet the users are
different, the general feature is that users need experience
from previous similar situations in order to be able to
differentiate between approaches to resolving the difficulties.
The competence for addressing problems can be gained in
many ways.
V.

COMPETENCE

Competence, as the ability to do something successfully
or efficiently, is important for using technology. The
examples in Section III show that competence can concern
the design that makes the operation of the technology
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and unlearning old tasks, but we argue that analytically they
create different kinds of challenges.
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Figure 2. A retired woman just laughed about using her
large-sized and simplified remote control for her TV set
(normal remotes to the left).

Wu et al. [41] present a participatory design project with
people with anterograde amnesia, aimed at developing a
“memory aid” for and with them. They base their design on
the fact that “amnestics rely heavily on external memory
aids, such as a calendar or an action item list.” (p. 217). Their
design provides a “tool [that] will assist amnestics when
they feel lost or disoriented by providing information as to
their whereabouts and their intent for being where they are.
A person having amnesia will typically follow familiar
routines in their daily life, such as the same route home,
because deviating from this path will often result in
ction we
disorientation. Our tool enables an amnestic to grow
bout her
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confident
independent in exploring new
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the user unless s/he had a deep knowledge of the complexity
of the technology in its social environment.
We sum up our analysis of what is difficult in Table II,
expanding Table I with rows from this more detailed analysis
of the nature of the difficulties.
TABLE II.
What is
difficult

WHAT IS DIFFICULT SEEN FROM THE USER
Kinds of difficulties
Artifact

Context

Activities by

others

New tasks Holding the turnto learn
off switch.
Positioning of the
charger.
Online tax
services.

Personal economy
after retiring. Charge
device after use.
Check pre-completed
form

Handling paper
Old tasks forms.
to unlearn Putting kettle on
stove.

Charge device before
use.
Not pushing the
horse.
Changed tax rules.

Understand tax
Basic
and web pages.
knowledge
Understand a
for the task
water boiler.

When does the new
apply?

Understanding
the ecology of
humans and
technology

Practical
measures:
Challenges: moving a
charger,
teaching.

Matching artifact
with own life
situation or
circumstances.
Differentiating
between old and new.

Disentangling
interactions and
complexities.

Check and act if
something
unusual

Need trust to
stop doing.

All the elements in Table II point to existing competence or
lack of competence presupposed by the artifact that may
make the artifact difficult to use. But how do we go from
knowing what is difficult-to-use to designing something that
is easy-to-use?
VII. DESIGNING FOR EASE-OF-USE
The three different kinds of difficulties can be a basis for
approaching design of easy-to-use technology solutions. In
this section, we report from some design experiments with
peoplein1060:
by colleagues
and students [5][18][29][42]
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perception (e.g., music, smells) and can be carried out
without conscious deliberation. A design that incorporates
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that the user can rely on his/her
old habits
make the
changing of old practices more likely and the design more
robust. Robustness towards unintended and unexpected use
is important for the user’s ability to manage and carry on
with the original task (see e.g., [44]).
Designing for new habits in old age is possible, as the
example of the memory aid for the amnestic people above
showed [41].
In the large project on evaluation of technologies for
independent living, designing for ease-of-use has been
explored in two ways: through design of artifacts that
resemble familiar technologies [45], and by collaborative
design with elderly people on designing or testing different
technological solutions in order to identify what works with
a minimum of new tasks to learn.
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Figure 3. The prototypes for the knob (above) and the digital radio (below).

perception (e.g., music, smells) and can be carried out
without conscious deliberation. A design that incorporates
that the user can rely on his/her old habits can make the
changing of old practices more likely and the design more
robust. Robustness towards unintended and unexpected use
is important for the user’s ability to manage and carry on
with the original task (see e.g., [44]).
Designing for new habits in old age is possible, as the
example of the memory aid for the amnestic people above
showed [41].
In the large project on evaluation of technologies for
independent living, designing for ease-of-use has been
explored in two ways: through design of artifacts that
resemble familiar technologies [45], and by collaborative
design with elderly people on designing or testing different
technological solutions in order to identify what works with
a minimum of new tasks to learn.
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recognizable positioning with different textures and shapes
[43], see Fig. 3.
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Figure 4. Testing several different induction chargers. Photo: Iversen [42].

Figure 3. The prototypes for the knob (above) and the digital radio (below).
Photo by Johnsen et al. [43].

An example of the first design approach is the design of a
digital radio that was co-designed with in total 25 elderly
people [43]. Johnsen et al. aimed to design interaction
mechanisms that built on old and familiar bodily skills when
designing a new way of operating a digital radio [ibid].
Using rotary controls for operating the radio – like in the old
days – enabled them to make sense of the interface with their
body even if they intellectually could not understand or
remember how to turn on the radio. They easily recognized
the button as a device for rotary movement. Several buttons
were designed and tested for a good grip for old hands and

The second design approach involved testing a large
number of different solutions to the same problem. One
example is a test of induction chargers carried out to identify
problems and ease-of-use [29]. As a way to provide easy
charging of phones, Iversen and Joshi [29] collected seven
different off-the-shelf induction chargers and asked a group
of elderly men to evaluate them (see Fig. 4). Trying out
different technologies and experiencing how they offered
different degrees and kinds of difficulties turned out to be
instructive to the elderly users as well as to the designers.
Furthermore, Joshi [45] built on knowledge about earlier
habits, e.g., the fact that in “the old days” (i.e., when they
were young adults) telephones had wires and were usually
located in a specific place, on a particular table by the
entrance door. Maybe it would be easier to charge the mobile
phone if, instead, always putting the phone in “its place” was
the thing to remember (see e.g., [46]).
Another example is from a participatory design process
organized and facilitated by Stark [31]. A group of elderly
visitors to an elderly activity centre found their online
banking services to be difficult to use: the web site was seen
as confusing, with too much irrelevant information and
choices on the pages. One of them started a “data club”
aimed at helping other elderly visitors with their Internet
banking. Stark recruited some of the people frequently
visiting the data club to join her in designing a new online
banking solution. The design process consisted of seven
meetings, and during these meetings the elderly participants
suggested a design that was based on a very different logic
from the current Internet banking solution. In the new “Easy
Bank” banking solution the service mimics the tasks carried
out by people going (in person) to the bank: they pay their
bills or they want information about their bank account(s).
Instead of presenting the bank customer with a virtual place
where one can access a range of different bank services, the
new “EasyBank” design presents the two most frequent
activities: paying bills and getting information about the
account, see Fig. 5.
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the new way of doing banking. It seems that the logic of the
Figure 5. A suggestion for an “easy online banking” made by a group of
elderly users [31].

current banking solution is grounded in how the bank sees
the world rather than what bank customers may be interested
in doing in the bank. One can argue that making the Internet
bank a virtual “bank place” where lots of services can be
activated is a more open solution that may serve all bank
customers, however, for most of the less frequent users of
bank services paying bills and checking your account are
what they do in the bank. Stark’s new “Easy Bank” solution
is an example of taking the non-expert user’s point of view
when designing the services, and then designing the service
as it is seen from these users. At a more general level
technology is often used to automate some tasks and hence
enable more self-service or more available services.
Fig. 6 illustrates our view of how technology influences
the tasks done by a human user. Fig. 6a illustrates a loosely
defined set of tasks for a particular purpose (e.g., doing
taxes) as seen from the human’s perspective. Fig. 6b
illustrates how technology takes over some of the tasks: they
become automated. Fig. 6c shows the automated task area as
seen from the human user’s point of you: s/he encounters
some left-over tasks that are not automated and some new
tasks.
The tasks left for the human interacting with the
technology may appear as fragmented and there may be no
or little coherence between different subtasks. New tasks can
be of a very different kind than the original set of tasks. Fig.
4d illustrates that in order to make the tasks left for the
human user coherent and foreseeable, we should design a
coherent set of tasks left for the user instead of letting the
technology decide what is automated [22].
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Hierarkisk oppgaveanalyse av innlogging i nettbanken og
betale regning
1.0: Generelt om innlogging i nettbank og betaling av
regninger
En generell modell på hvordan regningsbetaling foregår:
1.0 Betale regning
1.1 Logg inn i nettbank
1.2 Velg “betal regning” i meny
1.3 fyll inn mottakerinfo
1.4 Fyll inn beløp og KID
1.5 Bekreft med engangskode

Figur 1: Grafisk fremstilling av HTA av oppgaven "Å betale en Regning"

1.1: Innlogging i nettbanken i DNB
1.0: Innlogging i DNBs Nettbank
1.1: Tast inn fødselsnummer og trykk «Logg inn»
1.2: Velg innloggingsmetode: (BankID med kodebrikke velges)
1.3: Tast inn Engangskode fra kodebrikke og «blå pil»
1.4: Tast inn personlig passord og «blå pil»

1.2: Innlogging i nettbanken i Gjensidige
1.0: Innlogging i Gjensidiges nettbank
1.1: Trykk på «Logg inn»
1.2: Velg innloggingsmetode: «BankID med kodebrikke velges»
1.3: Tast inn Fødselsnummer og «blå pil»
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kvalitet i kvalitative studier
Marshall & Rossman:
-troverdighet (credibility, believability) i stedet for indre validitet
-overførbarhet (transferability) i stedet for ytre validitet eller
generalisering
-avhengighet (dependability)
-bekreftbarhet (conCirmability) i stedet for objektivitet
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kildebruk
bygge på andres arbeid
-begreper, teori (forklaringer)
-liknende studier
-eksempler
Husk at sitater skal ha henvisning med sidetall
Husk at å kopiere uten å referere er plagiat og regnes som juks
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kritisk re0leksjon
reCleksjon
(8lechir: snu/bøye tilbake til seg selv) - å kaste tilbake, gjenskinn
dvs. tenke om igjen, går gjennom noe på nytt, re-vurderer
Forutsetning for å lære og forbedre seg (Schön)
-reClection-in-action
-reClection-on-action
Kritisk: stille spørsmåltegn ved vedtatte sannheter
-hvorfor ting er blitt som de er & hvem tjener på det? (makt)
-hvordan kan ting bli annerledes / bedre?
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